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2018학년도 편입학 영어시험 문제지   

수험번호 성  명 지원학부(과)

I. Choose the one that has the closest meaning to the underlined 
part. (1-8)

1. The trade embargo inflicted heavy financial damage on 
American farmers who depend on overseas markets. 

 ① injected      ② incurred      ③ imposed      ④ impelled 

2. John soon found out that the company was in serious straits 
because of poor management. 

 ① demand     ② destitution     ③ strength     ④ stability

3. Despite his many years of service, he's a part-timer and still 
holds a tenuous position.

 ① derogatory     ② trivial     ③ significant     ④ competent  

4. The speaker was so equivocal in his statements that nobody 
knew where he stood on the issue.

 ① reasonable     ② reciprocal     ③ armful     ④ ambiguous  

5. The party broke up early when the neighbors complained about 
the loud music.

 ① destroyed    ② dispersed    ③ dissected    ④ dismantled 

6. As people became more mobile and hurried, they looked for 
something that was familiar, quick and dependable. 

 ① dispensable     ② inexpensive     ③ easy     ④ reliable

7. I moved to Los Angeles 40 years ago because it was being 
lauded as the closest thing to paradise in this country.

 
 ① regarded      ② known      ③ praised      ④ criticised 

8. A civilized man responds to pecuniary values of objects, but 
cannot respond to their form or, in applied arts, cannot have a 
clear view of their usefulness. 

 ① monetary     ② apparent     ③ physical     ④ internal

II. Choose the one that is either ungrammatical or unacceptable. 
(9-16)

9. The mayor ①extolled the ②brave of the fire fighters ③in front 
of ④all the people. 

10. The conspirators ①has to meet ②clandestinely, ③having been 
banned from assembling for ④any political purpose.

11. ①The earth's underground structure ②been studied indirectly 
③by using the seismic waves ④produced by earthquakes.

12. ①Many Brazilians thought ②that the President ③can rescue 
the plummiting economy ④with bold reforms.

13. ①In the 1960s, sports cars ②matched ③the Baby Boomers 
daring moods as they purchased ④their first cars.  

14. Tomorrow, by the time John ①will pick up Sue, he ②will 
have washed the car ③and bought her ④the corsage he 
ordered. 

15. Practical rules ①are helpful in such ordinary occurrences of 
social life as ②make proper introduction at parties or other 
functions ③so that people can be brought ④to know each 
other. 

16. It ①seems reasonable that we should ②read literature ③not 
only to appreciate it ④as art but also to gain experience.

III. Choose the one that is most appropriate for the blank. (17-20)

17. Our family has been (     ) loggerheads with a neighbor over 
a small plot of land.

 ① in           ② on           ③ for           ④ at 

18. Since (               ) easy to Andrew Carnegie, he learned 
in his youth to work long and hard.

 ① anything came             ② anything didn't come ever  
 ③ nothing ever came         ④ nothing always came

19. In 1954, Mother Theresa set up a home for the dying with 26 
volunteers (           )  life was austere: no possessions and 
a 16-hour work day. 

 ① whose       ② who       ③ which       ④ for which

20. A: We went to Las Vegas for our honeymoon. Can you 
       believe it?
    B: Las Vegas! I've never been there before. What was it like?
    A: It wasn't what we (               ).

 ① expected                     ② would expect  
 ③ had expected                 ④ have expected
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IV. Choose the one that best completes the sentence. (21-24)

21. On both sides of the two-lane road connecting Seattle and Mt. 
Rainer National Park are strips approximately fifty meters wide 
of tall natural-growth pine and spruce. Tall though the trees are, 
one can (         ) light coming through from the far side of 
each stand. 

 ① project       ② detect       ③ prevent       ④ reveal 

22. Labor has long been considered the (      ) mobile factor in 
production. But thanks to a global mismatch between labor 
supply and demand, the movement of workers across national 
borders is going to accelerate dramatically in the future.

 ① least         ② most         ③  best         ④ worst

23. The conditions facing the colonists in America naturally caused 
changes in their language. However, the English spoken in 
America at present has retained a good many characteristics of 
earlier English that do not (         ) in comtemporary British 
English.

 ① retire        ② survive        ③ revive        ④ vanish

24. Diane had a full-time job as chief editor of a woman's 
magazine. She and Tim had discussed what her work schedule 
would be after she had the baby, but they couldn't come to an 
agreement. She had decided that she couldn't give up her 
career and she went back to work full time when the baby was 
six weeks old. Tim didn't agree with this; he thought it was 
important for the baby to be with his mother for the first year. 
He was (           ) to work long hours to provide the extra 
income for this. 

 ① reluctant     ② precarious     ③ hesitant     ④ willing

V. Read the following passages and answer the questions. (25-40)

(25-28)

 
25. What is most appropriate for the blank (    A    )?

 ① the other    ② the others    ③ another    ④ one another

  The early scientific study of chemistry, known as alchemy, 
grew up in the first few centuries A.D. at Alexandria in Egypt. 
There two important things came together: one was the 
practical knowledge of the Egyptian workers in metals, pottery 
and dyes; (   A   ) was the learning of the earlier Greek 
philosophers, such as Hippocrates and Aristotle. (   B   ) 
alchemy was much influenced by ideas from the East about 
magic and astrology ― foretelling the future from the stars. 

26. Which is most appropriate for the blank (    B    )?

 ① Therefore   ② Despite   ③ Thank to   ④ At the same time

27. What could be the most proper title for the above passage?

 ① The Future of Alchemy    ② The Early Greek Philosophy  
 ③ The History of Chemistry  ④ The Prospect of Fortune-telling

28. According to the above passage, which is not correct?

 ① The Eastern people were very superstitious.
 ② Greek philosophers were very learned.
 ③ Alchemy was the ancient form of chemistry.
 ④ The Egyptian workers were good at dealing with metals, 

pottery and dyes.

(29-32)

29. Which is the most proper word in both blanks of (   A   ) 
and (    B    )?

 ① special     ② responsive     ③ specified     ④ particular 

30. What is closest in meaning with the word underlined, eliciting?

 ① attracting   ② distributing   ③ approaching   ④ disagreeing 

31. According to the above passage, when does a baby recognize 
his or her mother?

 ① as soon as a baby was born 
 ② around the first few weeks of life  
 ③ about the fifth week of life 
 ④ around three to four months old

32. Choose the most proper expression in the blank  (    C    )? 

 ① Parental feeding               ② Mother crying    
 ③ Parental imprinting             ④ Father smiling

  Smiling begins during the first few weeks of life, but to start 
with it is not directed at anything in (   A   ). By about the 
fifth week it is being given as a definite reaction to certain 
stimuli. The baby's eyes can now fixate objects. At first it is 
most responsive to a pair of eyes staring at it. Even two black 
spots on a piece of card will do. As the weeks pass, a mouth 
also becomes necessary. Two black spots with a mouth-line 
below them are now more efficient at eliciting the response. 
Soon a widening of the mouth becomes vital, and then the 
eyes begin to lose their significance as key stimuli. 
  At this stage, around three to four months, the response 
starts to become more specific. It is narrowed down from any 
old face to the (   B   ) face of the mother. (   C   ) is 
taking place.
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(33-36)

33. According to the above passage, which is not correct?

 ① It is supposed that teaching requires long and boring training.
 ② It is supposed that teaching requires official certification.
 ③ It is assumed that teachers send their knowledge to students.  
 ④ Teaching is considered to be a flow of knowledge from 

teachers to students.

34. According to the above passage, which is correct?

 ① Teaching always requires a technical skill.
 ② Teaching is proper to a special group of people. 
 ③ Little knowledge does not have to be shared.
 ④ Everyone has his own potential as a teacher.

35. Which is most appropriate for the blank, (    A    )?

 ① accustomed    ② certified    ③ identified    ④ specified

36. What could be the best title for the above passage?

 ①  Teaching as Professional Activity
 ②  Teaching and Information  
 ③  Everyone can be a Teacher
 ④  Young People can be a Teacher

(37-40)

  Teaching is supposed to be a professional activity requiring 
long and complicated training as well as official certification. 
The act of teaching is looked upon as a flow of knowledge 
from a higher source to an empty container. The student's role 
is one of receiving information; the teacher's role is one of 
sending. There is a clear distinction assumed between one who 
is supposed to know and another, usually younger person who 
is not supposed to know. However, teaching need not be the 
providence of a special group of people nor need it be looked 
upon as a technical skill. Teaching can be more like guiding 
and assisting than forcing information into a supposedly empty 
head. If you have a certain skill you should be able to share it 
with someone. You do not have to get (    A    )  to convey 
what you know to someone else or to help them in their 
attempt to teach themselves. All of us, from the very youngest 
children to the oldest members of our cultures should come to 
realize our own potential as teachers. We can share what we 
know, however little it might be, with someone who has need 
of that knowledge or skill. 

  The trend toward increased consumption of fast foods by 
Americans has been attributed to the growing employment of 
women outside the home, the increasing number of people 
living alone, the prevalence of less formal lifestyles, the 
increase in disposable income, and consumer's desire and 
demand for convenience. These trends suggest a growing 
reliance on fast foods for more than one meal a day, 
beginning at young ages. (   A   ) such foods serve a need 
in a fast-paced society, they are probably a permanent part of 
the life style of many Americans.

37. According to the above passage, which is not the reason for 
the increased consumption of fast foods?

 ① The fact that more women work outside the home.
 ② The fact that people are getting more frugal in spending their 

income.
 ③ The fact that people are getting more informal in their life 

styles.
 ④ The fact that more people live alone.

38. According to the above passage, which is correct?

 ① It is effective to advise consumers to reduce fast foods for 
balanced diet.

 ② It is effective to advise consumers to eliminate fast foods to 
be healthier.

 ③ It is effective to advise consumers to improve the nutritional 
quality of fast foods for better health.

 ④ It is effective to advise consumers to improve their eating 
practices for better health.

39. According to the above passage, which is not correct ?

 ① Fast-food restaurants should reveal the protein and vitamin 
contents of their foods.

 ② Fast-food restaurants should provide information on the levels 
of important minerals and fats.

 ③ Fast-food restaurants should provide printed menus for 
consumers wishing to restrict the intake of sodium, calories, or 
fats. 

 ④ Fast-food restaurants should expect their efforts to identify the 
nutrient contents of foods ― for example, at salad bars.  

40. Which are the most proper words for the blanks, (   A   ) 
and (   B   )?

 ① Because – efficacious    
 ② Even though – successive  
 ③ Because – successive   
 ④ Even though – efficacious

  We must, therefore, be concerned about the effect of fast 
foods on our health and nutritional status. Fast-food dining has 
been so well accepted that recommendations to reduce or 
eliminate it are likely to meet with little or no success. The 
more (    B    ) approach is to improve the nutritional quality 
of fast foods and the eating practices of its consumers.
  First, in addition to disclosing the protein and vitamin 
contents of their foods, fast-food restaurants should provide 
information on the number of calories and the levels of 
important minerals and fats. Second, they should provide 
printed menus for consumers wishing to restrict the intake of 
sodium, calories, or fats. Third, they should expand their efforts 
to identify the nutrient contents of foods – for example, at 
salad bars. 


